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Figure 1: a: Mixed reality mirror consisting of a two-way glass overlaid on a monitor, and a Microsoft Azure Kinect depth

sensor; b: A user performingmovement acquisition following the guidance from the virtual instructor displayed on themixed

reality mirror. The user’s viewing perspective on the virtual instructor is calibrated to their eye-positions following their head

movement tracked by the Kinect sensor. The user is able to follow the virtual instructor’s armmovement by visuallymatching

it with their own reflection; c: A user performing the same task using a virtual mirror. With the mirror glass removed, the

user follows the virtual instructor using their virtual point cloud reflection displayed on the monitor; d: Same task without

seeing either the real or virtual reflection of the user.

ABSTRACT

Mirror reflections offer an intuitive and realistic Mixed Reality (MR)
experience comparable to other MR interfaces. Their high visual
fidelity, and the sensorimotor contingency from the reflected mov-
ing body, make the mirror an ideal instrument for MR movement
guidance. The translucent two-way mirror display enables users
to follow a virtual humanoid instructor’s movement accurately by
visually matching it with their reflections. In this work, we conduct
the first formal evaluation of movement acquisition performance
with simple motor tasks, using visual guidance from an MR mirror
and a humanoid virtual instructor. Our results of performance and
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subjective ratings indicate that, comparing with simulated virtual
mirror and with traditional screen-based movement guidance, the
real MR mirror yields better acquisition performance and stronger
sense of embodiment with the reflection, for upper-body movement.
But the benefits diminish with larger-range head movements. We
provide design guidelines for future mirror movement guidance
interfaces and MR mirror experiences at large.
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1 INTRODUCTION

When we see our reflections in a mirror, we experience a most
natural and intuitive experience that shares many characteristics of
mixed reality (MR). The natural optical reflection makes the mirror
a screen that displays a “virtual" scene with lossless visual fidelity
and with lighting conditions that automatically blend in with our
surrounding. At the same time, an identical representation of the
user appears in the mirror, with perfect sensorimotor contingency
as the reflection “avatar" flawlessly matches their movements and
expressions. The missing component for this scenario to be a com-
plete mixed reality experience is the ability to render additional vir-
tual content. The analogy between a mirror reflection and a virtual
avatar in MR is now possible thanks to advances in research related
to virtual body ownership illusions. It is now well-understood that
realistic visual fidelity and accurate sensorimotor contingency are
the two most important factors for the sense of embodiment over
virtual avatars [7, 26, 41, 42, 44]. Because these are two strengths of
mirror reflections, many researchers have compared them with MR
avatars for virtual body ownership illusions. They have found that
mirror reflections play a special role in our perception, such that
in addition to feeling a strong sense of ownership for the reflec-
tion [3, 22, 27], we also perceive the reflected objects in the mirror
close to our bodies with an egocentric perspective. This means that
we see the mirror reflections from a mental first-person perspec-
tive (1PP) instead of a third-person perspective (3PP), despite them
being physically external [15, 35, 37].

The benefits afforded by mirrors have been leveraged in many
application domains, most notably in motor learning. Concurrent
feedback is crucial in the acquisition phase of the motor learning
process for learners to correct errors while recreating the move-
ments demonstrated by an instructor [43]. Because concurrent
visual feedback requires simultaneous awareness of both the move-
ment guidance and one’s own movement, the mirror is the natural
interface from which we obtain the latter. For example, in group
dancing and fitness classes, instructors and learners are often collo-
cated in front of large mirrors, so that learners are able to observe
the movement guidance from the instructor and correct their own
movement while they follow along [31, 47]. Despite being adopted
in many practical scenarios, this arrangement still presents a chal-
lenge to learners: they must balance watching the instructor and
attending to their own movement. Further, the disparity between
the viewing angle of the instructor and of themselves in the mirror
presents an additional cognitive challenge to be overcome [4, 49].

To address this challenge, previous works have explored Mixed
Reality (MR) applications to place instructors and learners in the
same virtual or augmented environment. Capitalising on the free-
dom to manipulate space in MR, they have attempted to render the
instructor and the learner avatars as superimposed with each other
for intuitive movement guidance [8, 16, 40]. While a few works
took advantage of the immersive 1PP enabled by Head-Mounted
Display (HMD) [16, 18, 57], other works preserved the 3PP for its
comprehensive view of the full-body movement [6]. These systems
can only adopt either 1PP or 3PP, but cannot achieve both at the
same time. To utilise both viewing perspectives, researchers have
sought to adopt the mirror metaphor in virtual environments by
designing virtual mirrors with superimposition of instructor and

Figure 2: Conceptual diagram illustrating the differences be-

tween a real MR mirror, a simulated virtual mirror, and an

ordinary screen in the context of this paper. The blue hu-

manoid avatar represents the virtual instructor displayed on

the screen, and the yellow figure represents the user. (a) The

real MR mirror consists of a two-way mirror overlay on top

of a screen. Because the two-way mirror becomes more re-

flective when less light is projecting through from behind,

the black background on the screen becomes fully reflective.

Only the virtual instructor is visible from the screen, and it

overlaps with the user’s real mirror reflection. (b) The vir-

tual mirror overlays the user’s RGB point cloud with the

virtual trainer, but both images are displayed on the same

single-layered screen with a solid black background. (c) An

ordinary screen displaying the virtual instructor only.

learner [19, 32, 53, 54]. However, in comparison to real mirrors, vir-
tual mirrors still present latency [53, 54] and limited visual fidelity
(See Figure 2 for difference between real and virtual MR mirrors).

Despite the Holoflector demonstration by Microsoft already in
early 2012 1, few works have explored or formally evaluated real
augmented mirrors as MR interfaces and studied how they can sup-
portmovement guidance. Those pioneeringworks all used primitive
lines and shapes for guidance through superimposition with the
learner, in the form of skeletal figures [1] and body contours [5, 33].
Consequently, those interfaces lose the benefit of leveraging a more
intuitive movement interpretation by learning from a realistic hu-
manoid instructor, and could not be evaluated for the users’ sense
of collocation with the virtual instructor through embodying the
reflected virtual space. Whereas the latest commercial home train-
ing product Mirror 2 simply displays the video recording of an
instructor movement on a mirror display, it does so without any
consideration of the mapping between the instructor image and the
reflection of its user. Despite featuring real mirrors, none of these
works exploit the full potential of the mirror as a visually realistic
MR interface with perfect sensorimotor contingency.

In this work, we contribute the first formal evaluation of user

performance regarding movement acquisition using a mir-

ror display as an MR interface. We investigate how the move-
ment acquisition performance is affected by different characteristics
of mirror reflection, when it is featured in an MR interface. In this
study, we operationalise the characteristics of the mirror reflection
as two main factors: Fidelity encapsulating the visual details of
the mirror reflection compared to video displays and the temporal
1https://venturebeat.com/2012/02/28/microsoft-holoflector/
2https://www.mirror.co/
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immediacy with which the reflection updates following user move-
ment, and Perspective representing how the optical reflection with
the mirror automatically updates our perspective on the reflected
scene following head movement. Our results indicate that the real
MR mirror provides better depth information of the movement and
a better sense of agency and presence, comparing with simulated
virtual mirror and with traditional screen-based movement guid-
ance. However, these advantages are reduced for large range of
head movements, such as locomotion along the depth axis in front
of the mirror. Based on our results, we contribute design guide-

lines for future works featuring realistic mirror reflection

for movement guidance.

2 RELATEDWORK

In this section, we discuss previous works on movement guidance
interfaces in MR, and argue for the potential of MR mirrors as
an interface for this purpose. We then give an account of the few
interfaces in the literature that features real mirror reflections.

2.1 Movement Guidance in MR with a Virtual

Instructor

Augmented feedback is a promising feature in motor learning sup-
port systems [43]. Because motor learning often requires seeing a
human expert demonstration or its simulation concurrently with
the learner’s representation, MR environments have been exten-
sively used to place the representations of the learner and the
instructor in the same space regardless of physical restrictions. One
of the early works in this domain explored the use of immersive
HMD VR and evaluated different spatial layouts of the instructors
and the learner’s avatars [8]. They compared user performance and
preference under different layouts and different rendering styles
of instructor and learner avatars, including superimposing them
with each other. Though they found no significant difference in
movement acquisition performance between the conditions, their
specific choice of a task involving slow movements—Tai-Chi—and
the now dated technology makes it difficult to generalise to today’s
applications. However, the approach of superimposing the instruc-
tor avatar and the learner avatar in MR has inspired a series of
later works [8]. These works include early explorations in multi-
modal movement guidance with projection visualisation [40] and
immersive HMD MR applications experimenting with 1PP and 3PP
views of the superimposed instructor and learner skeletal figure
body representations for static posture guidance [18].

Camporesi and Kallmann evaluated the effects of avatar perspec-
tive, stereovision, and display size on the performance of target
reaching and of movement reproduction. Using a wall-sized display
and a simplistic humanoid avatar, their results highlight the benefits
of user perspective, stereovision and the use of avatars [6]. Yu et al.
compared user performance of movement acquisition between 3D
1PP view of the arms with corrective visual guidance, 2D mirror
view of a video capture of a human instructor, and a 3D 3PP view of
a realistic virtual avatar of the user. Although their results indicate
that the 1PP view yielded the best performance, the 2D mirror view
featured in that work could not match the real mirror reflection in
terms of visual fidelity, especially regarding depth information [57].

Overall, despite featuring simulations of real-world mirror reflec-
tions in spatial layouts of the instructors and learners, none of those
works offered any design or evaluation of interfaces with visual
and sensorimotor fidelity matching a real mirror for movement
guidance. In this work, we evaluate the user performance and ex-
perience with a real mirror screen interface, with which they are
able to follow the movement of a virtual instructor superimposed
with their reflection in the mirror.

2.2 MR Mirror Interfaces

The use of a mirror as an MR interface has been showcased in an
early demo of Microsoft’s Holoflector, which tracked users’ bodies
using the first generation of their Kinect sensor. Despite the effec-
tive combination of computer graphics and the natural reflection
of the mirror, few works have taken this idea of blending mirror
reflection with MR rendering further, especially compared to the
uptake of other MR platforms such as immersive VR HMDs and
see-through AR HMDs. Other demo applications of the Kinect have
also featured real and virtual mirrors, such as the virtual clothing
augmentation mirror applications [13]. Among previous works ex-
ploring the mirror as an MR interface, some have attempted to
build MR mirror hardware setups, often borrowing the inspiration
of view-dependent rendering [55]. In this kind of rendering, the
visual content rendered on the mirror display adapts to user’s head
movement, remaining consistent with the update of the mirror
reflection. Sato et al. first described and implemented such an inter-
face using a half-mirror overlay on a large display while using two
video cameras to track markers in front of the display as anchors
on which to render virtual objects [38]. Hara and Oda designed
an MR virtual mirror display using similar hardware setup for an
exhibition featuring CG effects to make it appear as if the user’s
reflected hand directly interacted with the content displayed in
the mirror [17]. Martinez et al. explored different arrangements of
a similar setup while enabling interaction to happen around the
mirror display [29]. Jang et al. used the Kinect sensor for the same
setup with half-mirror overlay on a large display, and proposed
methods of calibration between the mirror reflection space and the
physical space in front of the mirror captured by the sensor [21].
The authors also explored a focus effect to make the rendering on
the mirror display look more realistic [20]. For a review of the use of
mirrors or their analogies in MR interfaces, see Portales et al. [34].

A smaller number of previous works used the mirror as a tool for
body posture and movement guidance. Mirrorcle provided basic vi-
sual guides including a body outline of the instructor and corrective
lines to indicate angular errors in the user’s posture in an effort to
ease lower back pain [5]. Similarly, Park et al. described a smart mir-
ror fitness interface that displayed a fixed body contour on a large
screen overlaid with a half-mirror and provided corrective feedback
on user postures as they were captured by motion tracking cam-
eras [33]. YouMove is possibly the one mirror movement guidance
interface that is closest to the idea of an MR mirror with full-body
tracking and visualisation. It features a wall-sized two-way mirror
with back projection. The user sees the 2D skeletal overlay of the
instructor on top of their own body, and sees corrective visual feed-
back indicating mistakes in their posture where their movement
deviates from that of the skeletal overlay [1]. However, YouMove
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nevertheless shares similar limitations as the other interfaces we
discussed. The most important limitation is that the primitive skele-
tal overlay does not match the high visual fidelity of the real mirror
reflection of the learner. This limitation may prevent the learn-
ers from accurately perceiving the movement guidance, such as
its depth dimension [11, 30]. Consequently, movement guidance
from a humanoid avatar should be more intuitively perceived by
users than the guidance from a skeletal overlay [11]. Additionally,
because humanoid figures are more familiar to people’s daily expe-
rience than skeletal figures consisting of straight lines, there are
potential benefits from social and psychological perspectives [12].
Also, an MR interface provides better sense of embodiment such
as ownership over the self-representation and sense of presence
within the reflected MR mirror space, which are potential benefits
for movement acquisition performance [35]. Finally, a thorough
evaluation of a movement guidance MR interface built upon mirror
reflections has yet to be conducted. We present the first of such
evaluation by operationalising the two traits of the mirror as an
MR interface, namely the high visual fidelity and the sensorimotor
contingency it offers with the synchronised movement and the
viewing angle of the reflected body following user movement.

2.3 Embodying the Mirror Reflection

Recent research in neuroscience has shown how the sense of own-
ership of an external body can be induced by a mirror reflection of
the whole or part of the body, in a way similar to virtual avatars
in MR [35]. The body ownership illusion is a well-studied phe-
nomenon in which healthy people locate themselves in more than
one body at the same time while being exposed to humanoid body
reduplication, such as virtual avatars [2]. Previous works have
found that the anthropomorphic features of the virtual body, its
visual fidelity, and the richness of sensory feedback, all have an
impact on the feeling of body ownership and agency [42]. Virtual
body parts that have realistic personalised visual features increase
body ownership and spatial presence [26]. In virtual environments,
the visual fidelity of the user body representation modulates the
sense of presence and the perception of interaction affordances [41].
Considering movement, other works have found that a realistic
sensorimotor mapping between the virtual and the real body helps
induce a sense of embodiment [7] and induce a sense of presence
in virtual environments [44].

The mirror, as the natural visual interface that offers perfect
visual fidelity and sensorimotor contingency through the reflection
of its user has been recognised and used by researchers to evaluate
its effect on virtual body ownership. They have found that the
mirror holds a special place in our perception, such that in addition
to feeling a strong sense of ownership for the reflection [3, 22,
27], we also perceive objects reflected in the mirror close to our
bodies with an egocentric perspective. Those works suggest that
we see mirror reflections from a mental 1PP, and that our mind
processes the objects reflected in the mirror as if they were next to
our physical bodies instead of being on the other side of the mirror
surface [15, 35, 37]. Previous works have found that movement
acquisition benefits from seeing the self-avatar in 1PP in MR [57],
and that the high visual fidelity of the self-avatar also benefits
spatial perception [11]. In light of these findings in the literature,

we employ a humanoid virtual instructor and investigate if the
egocentric perspective and the high visual fidelity of the mirror
reflection contribute to a better sense of embodiment within the
same space with the virtual instructor, which subsequently benefit
movement acquisition performance. In this work, we evaluate such
a setup and ask questions regarding sense of presence and agency
over mirror reflection, while comparing quantitative performance.

2.4 Summary

Based on our review of the literature, we identify a vast potential for
building ubiquitous movement guidance applications by augment-
ing real mirrors as realistic MR interfaces. While previous works
demonstrated the benefit of superimposing instructors and learners
in MR using simulated virtual mirrors or using primitive skeletal
overlay on top of real mirrors [8, 18, 40], no previous work had

been able to evaluate augmented real mirror reflection as an

MR experience for its movement acquisition performance

and the sense of embodiment over the augmented reflection

space. In this work, we evaluate the mirror as an MR experience
by superimposing the learner’s real mirror reflection with an hu-
manoid virtual instructor, while featuring view-dependent render-
ing (Figure 1,4). We hypothesise that the benefits of the MR mirror
for movement acquisition are twofold: the translucent two-way
mirror display blends the virtual image with the reflection while
preserving its premium visual details and sensorimotor contin-
gency; the viewing perspective on the virtual instructor adheres to
user’s eye positions, hence always enables the correct 1PP matching
between user reflection and instructor avatar, while offering a real-
istic MR experience. With these two characteristics of mirror reflec-
tion equipped by our apparatus, we investigate the effect of vi-

sual Fidelity and the effect of realisticmirrorPerspective

change on movement acquisition performance. Additionally,
because the literature suggests that we experience egocentric spa-
tial perception through mirror reflection [15, 35, 37] with potential
benefits for movement acquisition [18, 57], we collect subjective

feedback regarding Agency and Presence to complement

our objective measures of performance.

3 METHOD

Informed by previous works, we designed and conducted a user
study to evaluate the effect of the MRmirror interface on movement
acquisition performance and on the sense of embodiment over their
mirror reflection during the movement tasks. Specifically, we are
interested in investigating the following research questions:

• RQ1: Does the real MR mirror enable better movement ac-
quisition performance due to its superior visual and sensori-
motor fidelity comparing with simulated virtual mirror and
traditional screen-based interface;

• RQ2:Does the real MRmirror enable better movement acqui-
sition performance due to its intuitive perspective updating
when the users’ heads move in front of the mirror;

• RQ3:Does superimposing a virtual humanoid instructor with
the real mirror reflections of the users induce a stronger sense
of agency and presence than with their virtual reflections?

The study was conducted under the approval of the Human Ethics
Committee at The University of Melbourne.
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3.1 Study Design

To evaluate the effect of the MR mirror interface on user movement
acquisition, we compare the mirror-reflection feedback with tra-
ditional video-based feedback that are widely adopted in online
training videos and in popular Kinect-enabled training applications,
such as NIKE+ Kinect Training 3 and EA SPORTS Active 2.0 4. Follow-
ing previous works, we display the instructor image superimposed
on the learner’s reflection on the mirror [8, 16, 40]. The translucent
optical nature of the mirror enables intuitive movement guidance
and correction offered by the superimposition without inducing
occlusion. To better understand which properties of the mirror are
most important for movement guidance, we operationalise the two
traits of mirror reflection compared with non-mirror displays. We
encapsulate the mirror’s high visual fidelity and the sensorimo-
tor contingency into the independent variable dubbed Fidelity.
Another important component of the realistic experience offered
by mirror reflections is that the spatial viewing perspective on
the reflection automatically updates according to the user’s head
movement. This perspective adaptation offers potential benefits,
including continuously providing the correct viewing angle on the
instructor’s image and better immersive experience. We employ
the second independent variable Perspective in the study to eval-
uate how the availability of this perspective change enabled by
head-tracking affects movement acquisition performance.

We designed the study to include two phases. Phase One fea-
tures two movement tasks performed while standing in place, and
Phase Two features two movement tasks that require vertical or
horizontal body movements. We employed a repeated-measures
design with the independent variable Fidelity for Phase One, and
a 3 × 2 repeated-measures design for Phase Two with two inde-
pendent variables: Fidelity and Perspective. We did not employ
Perspective in the Phase One tasks because they were performed
while standing in place without head movement. We compared user
performance across three levels of Fidelity patterns (see Figure 3):

• Real Mirror for when participants perform movement ac-
quisition tasks following a virtual instructor displayed on a
screen overlaid with a two-way mirror,

• Virtual Mirror in which the virtual instructor is displayed
with participants’ virtual reflection (video-captured avatar),
instead of the real mirror reflection, on an ordinary screen,

• Baseline for when participants only see the instructor on
an ordinary screen without their own avatar.

We also compare the acquisition performance with different
Perspective updating mechanisms (see Figure 4):

• Dynamicwhere the participant’s viewing perspective on the
virtual instructor is constantly calibrated to their viewing
angle on the reflection following their head movement

• Fixed where the perspective is fixed according to the head
position of the participant at the start of the trial, without
further updating despite subsequent head movement.

We measure the Euler angular offsets of the relevant joint ro-
tations for each movement performed by the instructor and the

3https://news.nike.com/news/introducing-nike-kinect-training
4https://www.ea.com/en-au/news/ea-announces-ea-sports-active-2

Figure 3: Three levels of Fidelity: (a) Real Mirror for

when participants perform movement acquisition tasks fol-

lowing a virtual instructor displayed on a screen overlaid

with a two-way mirror; (b) Virtual Mirror in which the

virtual instructor is displayed with participants’ virtual re-

flection (video-captured avatar), instead of the real mirror

reflection, on an ordinary screen; (c)Baseline for when par-

ticipants only see the instructor on an ordinary screen with-

out their own avatar. (d) The virtual reflection (for clarity).

Figure 4: Perspective update following user’s eye positions:

(a) a casual perspective on the virtual instructor as captured

on the screen (black plate) according to the participant’s

eye positions (red dot); (b) the perspective during the trials,

with the participant’s head facing the left edge of the screen,

which displays the left half of the instructor.

participants as the performance of movement acquisition. We ob-
tain the rotation angles of the shoulder joint around the x (pitch), y
(yaw), and z (roll) axis, and the bending (yaw) angle of the elbow
joint, as deviation from a T-pose (Figure 5). We measure the offsets
in the rotations which are relevant to the correct reproduction of
each movement. For Stretch, we measure Shoulder Offset Y,
Shoulder offset Z, and Elbow offset, as it requires the arms
to be lifted and stretched back while remaining extended straight.
For Float, we measure the offsets from all the rotations because it
involves the shoulder movement in all directions and the bending of
the elbow. For Sqat, we measure Shoulder Offset Y, Shoulder
Offset Z, and Elbow offset, as this movement involves main-
taining the height and width of the shoulder extension and slightly
lifting the forearm during the squatting motion. For Entry, we
measure all the rotation offsets as it requires the arm to be in the
overall correct posture relative to the torso.

We collect subjective ratings from participants after each trial re-
garding the task difficulty, using the Single Easement Questionnaire.
This questionnaire asks participants to rate how easy the task was
on a 7-point Likert scale [39]. We also collect subjective ratings for
embodiment over their self-representation during the task, either
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Figure 5: Rotation axis for (a) elbow and (b) shoulder joints.

being the real or the virtual reflection. We adapted the questions
regarding “agency and motor control" and “location of the body" in
the embodiment questionnaire proposed by Gonzalez-Franco and
Peck, and simplified them as two questions regarding the sense
of agency and presence, which are appropriate for an MR mirror
interface [14, 25]. The ratings were collected at the end of each task,
using a questionnaire containing three questions answered with a
7-point Likert scale: 1. Overall, how easy do you think the task was?
2. How much did your reflected/captured arm’s actions correspond
with your control? 3. To what extent did you feel you were collocated
in the same space with the virtual instructor? Aiming at addressing
the research questions RQ1—RQ3, we hypothesised that:

• H1: Movement acquisition errors and perceived task diffi-
culty would be lower with Real Mirror than with Virtual
Mirror and Baseline;

• H2: Subjective ratings of the sense of embodiment over the
reflections would be higher for Real Mirror than for Vir-
tual Mirror and Baseline;

• H3: For movement tasks with perspective change induced by
head movement, movement acquisition errors and perceived
difficulty would be lower with Dynamic than with Fixed;

• H4: For movement tasks with perspective change induced
by head movement, subjective ratings of the sense of em-
bodiment over the reflections would be higher for Dynamic
than for Fixed.

3.2 Apparatus

We assembled the MR mirror setup using a two-way glass mir-
ror (70% reflective, 30% transparent) overlaid in front of a 27 inch
screen (brightness: 300 cd/m2) with a custom-built frame under a
Microsoft Azure Kinect sensor 5 (Figure 1). The virtual positioning
of the Kinect sensor relative to the screen in Unity was calibrated
to match their relative positions in reality, on a PC that features
an NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 1080 graphics card, connected with
two 27-inch 1080P monitors. The size of the mirror display allows
us to evaluate the performance of movement acquisition by mea-
suring and providing visual feedback for a half of the body, which
is proven to be appropriate for indicating movement acquisition
performance as evidenced by previous work [45]. We implemented
the software of the MR mirror in Unity 3D by tracking participants’
eye positions with the Kinect and updating the viewing perspective
on the instructor accordingly (Figure 4).

We employed a virtual avatar without prominent personal or
social traits as the virtual instructor to minimise potential biases.
5https://azure.microsoft.com/services/kinect-dk/

The instructor was scaled to match the body size of each partici-
pant in real time, to provide personalised visual feedback [46]. As
such, they were able to follow the movements performed by the
instructor by visually matching their reflections with the instruc-
tor’s image in the Real Mirror condition. In the Virtual Mirror
condition, the same task could be achieved by matching a video
capture (virtual reflection) of the participants with the instructor.
We rendered the instructor avatar at 40% opacity such that it did not
completely occlude the participant’s real or virtual reflection, while
still providing enough contrast to make all the arm joints visible
(Figure 3). The virtual reflection of the participant was rendered
using the RGB point cloud captured by the Kinect sensor at 720p,
30FPS. We measured the delay in the body tracking and rendering
of the Kinect sensor using the timecode-view method proposed
by [50], and found it to be 165 ms as the mean value of ten attempts
(𝑠𝑑 = 2.27). We removed the background in the Virtual Mirror
condition and only kept the video point cloud avatar of the par-
ticipants. We removed the background because it better resembles
the video-based movement training interfaces, and that it is easier
for the participants to recognise their body contour without the
distraction induced by the low-res background, as it is at a further
distance from the Kinect sensor than the participants (Figure 3).

3.3 Tasks

In this study, we aim to evaluate how an MR mirror helps with
movement acquisition, for which we measure the performance as
joint angular offsets. Due to the limited size of the interface (27
inch), we focus on the movement of the right arm in this study.
Participants were asked to focus on matching their right arm move-
ment but to perform the observed instructor movement with both
arms. We employed four movement tasks of increasing complexity,
obtained from the online animation library Mixamo 6 (Figure 6):

• Stretch: alternate between a lower backward arm stretch,
a higher backward arm stretch, and an idle state;

• Float: a swimming-like arm movement with the two arms
paddling forward in alternate phases;

• Sqat: a squat movement with the upper-arms remain ex-
tendedwhile the forearms gradually lifting as the squat sinks;

• Entry: an entry-to-the-fight movement sequence, with the
instructor walking two steps forward, performing the final
pose, then returning to the starting point.

While Stretch and Float were performed without lower-body
movement, Sqat involved vertical body movement, and Entry
involved body movement along the depth axis from the display.
We only recorded the joint data during key frames for Stretch
when the arm was stretching out and pausing for one second, and
for Entry when the instructor pauses at the final pose for one
second. We recorded the joint data continuously for the other two
movements. At the beginning of each trial, the instructor is placed
at the same location as the participant by matching their pelvis and
both shoulder joints in all tasks but Entry, in which the distance
walked by the instructor is determined automatically by its size.

6mixamo.com
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Figure 6: Movement tasks: (a) Stretch: alternate between a

lower and a higher backward arm stretch, and an idle state;

(b) Float: a swimming-like movement with two arms pad-

dling forward in alternate phases; (c) Sqat: a squat move-

ment with the upper-arms remain extending, while the fore-

arms lifting as the squat sinks; (d) Entry: an entry-to-the-

fight sequence, with the instructor walking two steps for-

ward, performing the final pose, then two steps back.

3.4 Participants

We recruited 24 right-handed participants (14 women/9 men/1 non-
binary) with a mean age of 24.17 years (𝑀𝑖𝑛 = 18, 𝑀𝑎𝑥 = 30, 𝑆𝐷 =

3.48) through university mailing lists. The study lasted one hour
on average for each participant, with a $10 gift card compensation.

3.5 Procedures

Upon arrival, participants were informed of the purpose of the
study and asked to sign a consent form. We instructed participants
to stand in front of the two monitors, one with the mirror overlay
and one without. We drew two lines on the floor using red tape to
indicate the standing positions. Each line faces the left edge of the
active display in the respective condition (the ordinary display for
Virtual Mirror and Baseline, and the mirror display for Real

Figure 7: Experimental setup. One MR Mirror display and

one ordinary video display, each with a Kinect sensor, were

placed side-by-side on a table. Participants (silhouette on the

right) stood on the red line facing the left edge of the display

used in the current trial. The instructor’s image (coloured-

figure) is overlaid with the reflection of the participants.

Mirror) (Figure 7). They were allowed to stand on the line between
1.5m to 2m away from the displays, so that they could see the entire
right half of the body, with the whole arm visible in the real or
virtual reflection as it extended out. We asked the participants to
keep the same distance from the displays for the entire study.

To familiarise participants with the interface, we started with a
practice movement, in which the instructor stands still and extends
the right arm out repeatedly. Before the trials started for each move-
ment, we demonstrated the movement in the Unity editor with a
view covering the entire body of the instructor so that the partici-
pants could get a holistic view of the movement. We instructed the
participants to follow the movements by aiming to correctly repro-
duce the accuracy and the quality of the arm movement, as if they
were learning from a human instructor. We asked the participant to
follow the practice movement until they understood the task. Then
we started the four movements in the order of increasing complex-
ity, namely Stretch and Float in Phase One, followed by Sqat
and Entry in Phase Two. Because Entry involved walking back
and forth and because the lower-body of the instructor was not
visible in the displays, we demonstrated the walking steps to the
participants and only commenced after they were able to replicate
the sequence. In Phase One, participants performed six repetitions
under each of the three Fidelity levels for each movement. In
Phase Two, we explained that we added the Perspective variable,
and informed the participants that they did not have to recognise
the difference because they might be too subtle to distinguish, and
as a result that they needed to perform twice the repetitions in
Phase Two. While the order of the four movement tasks were the
same for each participant, the order of the conditions within each
movement was balanced using a Latin Square. We asked the par-
ticipants to fill in the questionnaire after each trial, and conducted
a semi-structured interview after each movement for the reasons
behind their ratings and for their experience.
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4 RESULTS

We recorded participant joint angles at 30FPS during key frames,
which resulted in 17,199 data points for Stretch, 36,996 for Float,
64,137 for Sqat, and 16,817 for Entry. To minimise the effect
of the delay between the capturing and the rendering, we time-
matched the reference curve of the key movement between the
instructor and the participant for each movement. We chose the key
movement as the most prominent change that marks the overall
rhythm of each task. We used the shoulder z rotation (up and
down) for Stretch, the height of the hand for Float, the height
of the torso for Sqat, and the distance between the torso and the
displays for Entry as the key movements for the time matching.
To minimise the effect of the trials with task-irrelevant mistakes,
we removed outliers (30 frames, 0.2% for Stretch, 62 frames, 0.2%
for Float, 126 frames, 0.2% for Sqat, 59 frames, 0.4% for Entry)
in which any of the offsets between the instructor and the learner
was above three standard deviations from the mean (𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 + 3𝑠𝑑.).
We averaged the absolute normalised values of the performance
measures for each trial performed by each participant. That resulted
in 72 data points (24 participants × 3 Fidelity levels) for each
of Stretch and Float, and 144 data points (24 participants × 3
Fidelity levels × 2 Perspective levels) for each of Sqat and
Entry. The questionnaire after each trial resulted in 216 ratings.

For each performance measure, we applied the Tukey’s Lad-
der of Powers transformation [48] if non-normal distribution of
residuals was identified, and subsequently applied the Aligned
Rank Transform (ART) if the violation of either residual normality
or homoscedasticity persisted (only for Shoulder Offset Z in
Sqat) [56]. Next, we performed a Repeated-Measures ANOVA on
each response variable and post hoc pairwise comparisons with
Holm–Bonferroni adjustment to analyse the accuracy of movement
acquisition. For Likert scale subjective ratings on task difficulty and
on the embodiment questions, we performed non-parametric Fried-
man tests (with post hoc pairwise comparisons using Conover’s
test) for Stretch and Float, and transformed the data using ART
and performed RM ANOVA for Sqat and Entry. We present
measures of response variables and all the statistically significant
interaction effects in this section. We visualise the results in Figure
8-17, in which the error bars indicate 95% confidence interval.

4.1 Performance Results

4.1.1 Stretch. There were no significant difference in any response
variable regarding movement acquisition performance in Stretch.

4.1.2 Float. For Shoulder Offset X, the effect of Fidelity was
significant (𝐹2,46 = 3.23, 𝑝 < .05), while the offset in Real Mirror
(𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 16.408, 𝑠𝑑 = 3.72) is significantly smaller than in Baseline
(𝑝 < .01,𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 18.190, 𝑠𝑑 = 3.19). For Shoulder Offset Z, the ef-
fect of Fidelitywas significant (𝐹2,46 = 4.11, 𝑝 < .05), while the off-
set in Real Mirror (𝑝 < .05,𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 10.628, 𝑠𝑑 = 2.84) and in Vir-
tual Mirror (𝑝 < .05,𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 10.508, 𝑠𝑑 = 2.52) are significantly
smaller than in Baseline (𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 12.548, 𝑠𝑑 = 4.03). For Elbow
Offset, the effect of Fidelity was significant (𝐹2,46 = 12.15, 𝑝 <

.001), while the offset in Real Mirror (𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 28.055, 𝑠𝑑 = 9.32)
was significantly smaller than in Virtual Mirror (𝑝 < .05,𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 =

31.415, 𝑠𝑑 = 11.03), which is significantly smaller than in Baseline
(𝑝 < 0.05,𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 34.680, 𝑠𝑑 = 8.95) (Figure 9).
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Figure 8: Offsets in joint angles between instructor and partic-

ipant during Stretch with varying Fidelity.
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Figure 9: Offsets in joint angles between instructor and partic-

ipant during Sqat with varying Fidelity.

4.1.3 Squat. For Shoulder Offset Z, the effect of Fidelity was
significant (𝐹2,115 = 30.83, 𝑝 < .001), while the offset in Virtual
Mirror (𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 13.607, 𝑠𝑑 = 4.99) was significantly smaller than
in Real Mirror (𝑝 < .05,𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 15.605, 𝑠𝑑 = 7.54), which is sig-
nificantly smaller than in Baseline (𝑝 < .001,𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 18.384, 𝑠𝑑 =

5.32). For Elbow Offset, the effect of Fidelity was significant
(𝐹2,46 = 17.931, 𝑝 < .001), while the offset in Real Mirror (𝑝 <

.05,𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 25.308, 𝑠𝑑 = 8.42) and in Baseline (𝑝 < .05,𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 =

25.131, 𝑠𝑑 = 8.75) are significantly smaller than in Virtual Mirror
(𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 30.092, 𝑠𝑑 = 8.58)(Figure 10, 11).
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Figure 10: Offsets in joint angles between instructor and par-

ticipant during Sqat with varying Fidelity.
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ticipant during Sqat with varying Perspective.
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4.1.4 Entry. For Shoulder Offset X, the effect of Perspective is
significant (𝐹2,46 = 9.09, 𝑝 < .01), while the offset in True (𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 =

17.984, 𝑠𝑑 = 9.14) is smaller than in False (𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 20.128, 𝑠𝑑 =

10.26) with insignificant post hoc test results (Figure 12, 13).
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Figure 12: Offsets in joint angles between instructor and par-

ticipant during Entry with varying Fidelity.
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Figure 13: Offsets in joint angles between instructor and par-

ticipant during Entry with varying Perspective.

4.2 Subjective Ratings

4.2.1 Stretch. For Ease, the effect of Fidelity was significant
(𝜒22 = 6.79, 𝑝 < .05), while the rating in Real Mirror (𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 =

5.917, 𝑠𝑑 = 0.97) is significantly higher than in Virtual Mirror
(𝑝 < .01,𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 5.500, 𝑠𝑑 = 0.88), which is significantly higher
than in Baseline (𝑝 < .001,𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 4.917, 𝑠𝑑 = 1.61). For Agency,
the effect of Fidelity was significant (𝜒21 = 17.19, 𝑝 < .001), while
the rating in Real Mirror (𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 6.333, 𝑠𝑑 = 0.81) is significantly
higher than inVirtualMirror (𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 4.375, 𝑠𝑑 = 1.35). For Pres-
ence, the effect of Fidelity was significant (𝜒22 = 7.73, 𝑝 < .05),
while the rating in Real Mirror (𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 5.167, 𝑠𝑑 = 1.31) is
significantly higher than in Virtual Mirror (𝑝 < .01,𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 =

4.625, 𝑠𝑑 = 1.10), which is significantly higher than in Baseline
(𝑝 < .001,𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 3.833, 𝑠𝑑 = 1.63) (Figure 14).

4.2.2 Float. For Ease, the effect of Fidelity was significant (𝜒22 =

10.93, 𝑝 < .01), while the rating inRealMirror (𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 5.208, 𝑠𝑑 =

1.14) is significantly higher than inVirtualMirror (𝑝 < .001,𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 =

4.042, 𝑠𝑑 = 1.00) and in Baseline (𝑝 < .001,𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 4.000, 𝑠𝑑 =

1.79). For Agency, the effect of Fidelity was significant (𝜒21 =

15.70, 𝑝 < .001). The rating in Real Mirror (𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 5.917, 𝑠𝑑 =

1.02) is significantly higher than in Virtual Mirror (𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 =

3.875, 𝑠𝑑 = 1.23). For Presence, the effect of Fidelity was sig-
nificant (𝜒22 = 18.69, 𝑝 < .001). The rating in Real Mirror (𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 =

5.042, 𝑠𝑑 = 1.43) is significantly higher than in Virtual Mirror
(𝑝 < .001,𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 4.208, 𝑠𝑑 = 1.25), which is significantly higher
than in Baseline (𝑝 < .001,𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 3.125, 𝑠𝑑 = 1.78) (Figure 15).

4.2.3 Squat. For Agency, the effect of Fidelity was significant
(𝐹1,69 = 19.08, 𝑝 < .001). The rating in Real Mirror (𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 =
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Figure 14: Subjective ratings for Stretch over Fidelity.
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Figure 15: Subjective ratings for Float over Fidelity.

5.375, 𝑠𝑑 = 1.36) is significantly higher than in Virtual Mirror
(𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 4.354, 𝑠𝑑 = 1.38). For Presence, the effect of Fidelity was
significant (𝐹2,115 = 18.57, 𝑝 < .001). The rating in Real Mirror
(𝑝 < .001,𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 4.438, 𝑠𝑑 = 1.44) and in Virtual Mirror (𝑝 <

.001,𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 4.146, 𝑠𝑑 = 1.54) are significantly higher than in
Baseline (𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 3.167, 𝑠𝑑 = 1.37) (Figure 16).

4.2.4 Entry. For Ease, the effect of Fidelitywas significant (𝐹2,115 =
5.01, 𝑝 < .01). The rating in Virtual Mirror (𝑝 < .001,𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 =

4.833, 𝑠𝑑 = 1.45) is significantly higher than in Baseline (𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 =

4.021, 𝑠𝑑 = 1.86). For Presence, the effect of Fidelity was sig-
nificant (𝐹2,115 = 14.51, 𝑝 < .001). The rating in Real Mirror
(𝑝 < .001,𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 4.458, 𝑠𝑑 = 1.44) and in Virtual Mirror
(𝑝 < .001,𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 4.521, 𝑠𝑑 = 1.43) are significantly higher than in
Baseline (𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 3.271, 𝑠𝑑 = 1.61) (Figure 17).
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Figure 16: Subjective ratings for Sqat.
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Figure 17: Subjective ratings for Entry.
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5 DISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss the results in detail with reference to
previous works. Overall, our hypothesis H1 was fully supported
only by the results in the movement task Float, which features
enough complexity but not involving head movement. H2 was
supported by the results from all the tasks but Entry, because of
the large range of head movement along the depth axis in front
of the mirror, which disturbed the MR experience. In most cases,
H3 and H4 were not supported by our results, mainly because the
effect of Perspective was not significant.

5.1 Performance Results

5.1.1 Stretch. The Stretch movement is the most simple of the
four tasks. It only involves the arm stretching straight out at a lower
and a higher positions (Figure 6 (a)). Hence, it only involves the
largest change in the Z axis rotation of the shoulder, while the Y
axis rotations were more subtle and less noticeable. We argue that
the limited complexity of the movement, especially along the depth
axis, may be the reason why we did not find any significant result.

5.1.2 Float. For the Float task, the performance in Real Mirror
and Virtual Mirror were better than Baseline in most measures,
while Real Mirror yielded significantly better performance than
Virtual Mirror in Elbow Offset. We argue that because this is
a more complex movement involving 3 degrees-of-freedom (DoF)
rotations of the shoulder and the rotation of the elbow, the benefit
of seeing concurrent visual feedback of the real reflection was am-
plified, hence the better performance over Baseline in which the
participants were not able to see themselves. The increased com-
plexity of the movement was echoed by several participants during
the interviews, that the movement was easier for them to follow
while seeing their own bodies, due to the increased complexity.

For Elbow Offset, we interpret the significant result as be-
ing likely caused by the richer depth visual information in the
mirror compared with an ordinary video screen [10]. The major-
ity of changes in the elbow rotations in Float comes from the
extension and flexion of the forearm as it reaches forwards and
backwards. Because the mirror reflection has superior depth infor-
mation compared with the virtual reflection due to the fidelity and
the stereoscopic image, we argue that the participants were able
to correct themselves more easily to match the reaching motions
of the instructors. This interpretation is supported by comments
such as “Sometimes (with virtual mirror) it is confusing to see rotating
direction front-and-back (P4).", “In the virtual mirror, I couldn’t see the
whole surface of my arm, which means the sides not directly facing
the camera (P6).", and “With real mirror, I had feedback for the depth
aspect, but not with the other two conditions (P14)." Another notable
reason given by the participants is that their virtual reflections tend
to occlude the instructor more easily, due to the more opaque image
compared with the translucent mirror display: “The occlusion with
the joint leads to the fact that I can see how it went backwards in the
real mirror, but not in the virtual mirror (P3)."; “The virtual reflection
has covered the instruction sometimes that I couldn’t see it, and my
body distracted me. With the real mirror, people are used to it so they
do not need any extra energy to focus on the reflected body (P7)."

Previous works have identified visualising the depth of move-
ment as a pervasive challenge inmovement guidance interfaces, and

attempted different strategies to address it [1, 6, 45, 57]. YouMove
and Physio@Home added additional video views from different
angles to compensate the lack of depth visualisation in those in-
terfaces. Whereas featuring a real mirror, the skeletal overlay in
YouMove was not able to convey depth information, and the added
side view of the same figure was still not intuitive enough to in-
terpret depth movement [1]. Identifying the persisting problem of
depth visualisation despite using multiple camera views, the au-
thors of Physio@Home proposed an idea of future works featuring
real mirror and depth camera [45]. Our MR mirror addresses this
challenge and provides a realistic humanoid instructor, instead of
using a skeletal overlay. Yu et al. attempted to address the same
challenge using a 1PP view inside of an immersive virtual environ-
ment. However, their approach is less practical in physical settings
outside of immersive environments. In addition, it faced the prob-
lem of providing feedback for multiple limbs concurrently, which
cannot be solved by head rotation [57]. By using a real mirror, users
are still able to benefit from 1PP with their reflection for easier
corrective visual feedback [57], while the reflection provides rich
depth visualisation. The combination of the humanoid figure and
the real mirror, along with the appropriate settings of rendering
transparency, enable effective movement depth visualisation on
both the instructor avatar and the learner’s reflection. We argue
that the benefit of this feature in the Real Mirror is reflected in
the performance of the Float movement.

5.1.3 Squat. For Sqat, we found that Virtual Mirror yielded
significantly worse performance than Real Mirror and Baseline
in Elbow Offset, which measures the arm-bending motion during
the squat. On the other hand, Virtual Mirror yielded the best
performance in Shoulder Offset Z, which represents the arm-
raising motion during the squat. We infer from these results that
the different performances in Virtual Mirror is induced by its
inferior depth visual fidelity compared with Real Mirror. As the
instructor’s arm bends during the squat, the forearm and the hand
also extends forward, as (Figure 6 (c)) shows. As a result, participants
could recognise this motion and match the instructor more easily
with their real reflection than with their virtual reflection. Whereas
for Shoulder Offset Z, the better performance could be induced
by the clearer visual boundary of the arm than in Real Mirror,
where the moving background may have induced more cognitive
load for participants to match their reflections with the instructor.

There were no significant results for Perspective. The feedback
from the participants indicates that the benefit of the dynamic per-
spective change may be diminished by the latency during vertical
body movement and the rendered perspective change. Whereas
most participants commented that they noticed some latency be-
tween the capture and the rendering of their virtual reflection
during Stretch and Float, it was not directly reflected in their
performance of those movements. However, the latency appeared
to be a larger problem in Sqat, because the change in the viewing
perspective associated with the vertical body movement made the
latency more noticeable. Five participants specifically pointed out
that the vertical squatting motion made the latency a larger impact
on the difficulty of the task: “Because it involves both arm rotation
and body movement, so the delay is more challenging in the virtual
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reflection sometimes because of perspective change in sudden move-
ments. It did not happen much for the previous tasks. (P1).", “Because
the virtual reflection has a lag, performing the arm movement and
the squat at the same time makes the lag more difficult to deal with
(P12)." Whereas the participants could only recognise the latency
in Virtual mirror, the latency in the change of viewing angles in
Real Mirror would have the same detrimental impact on the per-
formance, but less noticeable comparing with in Virtual mirror
where they directly experience it through their virtual reflections.

Previous works in VR have shown that motor performance and
simultaneity perception are affected by latency above 75 ms, and
that latency above 150 ms is noticeable for video game players [24,
54]. While the latency in Virtual Mirror (≈ 165 ms) is above those
marks, its effect is more clearly reflected in Sqat than in the other
continuous movement, which is Float. We argue that it is due to
the perspective update associated with the vertical head movement
in Sqat, as reflected by the results regarding Perspective.

5.1.4 Entry. Themost plausible reason for no significant difference
in the performance across Fidelity is that the large range of the
walking motion made it more challenging to distinguish subtle
differences in the accuracy of the final arm posture (Figure 6 (d)).
This interpretation is supported by participants’ comments: “This
is keeping moving forward and backward, really hard to catch all the
movements compared to the other tasks, because you need to think
about the distance when you move. (P2)." “The virtual reflection lag
in this even more complicated movement makes it harder (P12)." “The
virtual reflection was a bit confusing to follow, as I find the instructor
became smaller when it walks back, and it became the same with
my body when it walked forward (P23)." Additionally, the horizontal
body movement during walking could make the body move out
of the view, while the participants walk straight in front of the
display: “I couldn’t see the left side of my body so I didn’t know when
to stop (P16)." Previous work has found that the performance of
arm movements for target acquisition deteriorates due to stepping
movements in straight-walking [59]. We argue that the walking
motion in Entry is another source of noise in the performance.

For Perspective, we found that while Dynamic yielded signifi-
cantly better performance in Shoulder Offset X, the performance
was also observably better than Static in all measures for this task.
We interpret this result in light of the difference between the two
movements, Sqat and Entry. Whereas Sqat is a continuous
movement measured the whole time as the vertical body movement
occurred with perspective change, Entry only captured the per-
formance of matching the final posture after the walking motions
and the perspective change. From this, we argue that the Dynamic
perspective change following head movement is more helpful for
performing static posture matching after body movements, than
for continuous movement matching during perspective change fol-
lowing concurrent head movement, possibly due to the delay of
the video (point cloud) camera between capturing and rendering.
P21 gave their comment as “This movement was easier compared to
the squat, because there was a time when I could pause."

5.2 Subjective Ratings

5.2.1 Task Difficulty. For the subjective rating of Ease, we found
that Real Mirror was consistently rated as being easier than the

other Fidelity conditions in the movements Stretch and Float,
whereas in Sqat and Entry, there was no significant difference
between Real Mirror and the other conditions. This is inline with
the performance results in Float, where complex arm movements
in a static standing pose benefited more from seeing the real mirror
reflection. Even though Stretch did not yield significantly bet-
ter results in Real Mirror, the easy movement may have yielded
minimal difference in the performance, which may not be noticed
by the participants, as they still rated Real Mirror to be easier.
For Sqat and Entry, it was more challenging for the participants
to subjectively realise the difference in task difficulty between the
Fidelity conditions where a larger movement range and a per-
spective change were involved. This is likely to also be the reason
why we did not find any significant difference between any of the
subjective ratings for Perspective in these two tasks.

5.2.2 Agency and Presence. For the questions regarding the sense
of agency and presence, Real Mirror was rated to be significantly
better than Virtual Mirror and Baseline in all movements but
Entry. For Agency, Real Mirror received higher ratings as ex-
pected due to the instant reaction of the reflected movement and its
visual fidelity, which are two traits that directly correlates with the
sense of embodiment [7, 26, 42]. One potential reason for that Real
Mirror was not rated higher than Virtual Mirror in Entry is
that the walking movements induces too much noise in the partici-
pants’ perception of agency over their real mirror reflection [59].
This is an indication for future works that too much movement
involved in the MR mirror interface may induce a lower sense
of embodiment even over the mirror reflection of the user, hence
negatively impacting their experience in general.

Similarly for Presence, participants rated Real Mirror as not
significantly better than Virtual Mirror only in Entry. For the
other movements, the sense of presence in Real Mirror is inline
with previous findings that the visual fidelity of the user body rep-
resentation modulates the sense of presence [41], and that realistic
sensorimotor mapping between the virtual and the real body in-
duce sense of presence in virtual environments [44]. Apart from
the walking motion, the diminished sense of presence in Entry
may also be explained as a perceptual mismatch between the 2D
instructor avatar and the 3D mirror reflection. Some participants
commented that in Entry: “For the mirror, maybe because of the ex-
tra depth information, I sometimes don’t know where I am relative to
instructor (P11)." “With the virtual reflection, I feel like I was another
instructor (P20)." Indeed, the mismatch between the 2D instructor
image and the real mirror reflection may have been amplified when
the participant walked and alternated their visual focus between
their reflections and the instructor, while the perceptual distance be-
tween them changes continuously. Future works should be aware of
this issue with locomotion towards the mirror that induce changes
in the distance from the mirror to the eyes of the user.

6 DESIGN GUIDELINES

With the findings in our study and previous work on this topic, we
offer the following design guidelines for future movement guidance
interfaces and MR experience featuring real mirrors in general.
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We have found that the mirror has the advantage of providing
richer visual information for the depth of movement. GL1: Fu-
ture movement guidance interfaces should consider using

a real mirror for better depth visualisation of the learner’s

self-movement, especially for the movements that involve

important depth motions.

We also found that the Real Mirror yielded better performance
and was preferred over Virtual Mirror for Stretch and Float,
but not for Sqat and Entry due to the increasing movement range
of the lower body. GL2: Future MR mirror interfaces should

be aware of the potential inferior acquisition outcomewhen

they design for movements that involve large range of head

motion, especially when the target movement demands con-

tinuous attention from the learners.

From the performance in Entry, we found that whereas the
head movement towards the MR mirror did not yield worse perfor-
mance than in the continuous Sqat movement, the participants’
subjective ratings for Agency and Presence reflected a worse em-
bodied experience over their reflections associated with the head
movement.GL3: FutureMRmirror interfaces should take pre-

caution with featuring large scale head movement toward

the mirror display because it may diminish the embodied

MR experience, whereas the perception of static scenes in

between head movements may not be affected.

7 LIMITATIONS AND FUTUREWORK

Due to the fixed size of our prototype, we were only able to evalu-
ate the performance of movement acquisition by measuring and
providing visual feedback for one arm. We chose the arm rotation
movements following the approach taken by previous works [45],
because arm movements have enough DoF to control the complex-
ity of the movement. In the future, we are seeking to implement our
prototype using mirrors and displays of larger sizes, and evaluate
the effect of the mirror reflection on full-body movement.

Whereas the accuracy of the body tracking feature provided by
the Azure Kinect may not be as high as marker-based professional
motion tracking systems such as OptiTrack 7, it suited our study
where the joint rotation offsets were large enough to be captured
by the Kinect sensor. Additionally, our choice of the Kinect sen-
sors enables us and other researchers to build a cost-effective MR
mirror interface using portable devices. Future works may explore
alternative approaches to feature more accurate body tracking.

The refresh rate, resolution, and latency of the display in our
study cannot represent all types of display technologies and devices
on themarket. Future works could further evaluate the effect of each
of those factors on the MR mirror experience and on movement
guidance applications. We employed a humanoid virtual avatar
with no prominent personal traits to minimise any potential effect
of cognitive or social biases. However, there may be more poten-
tially positive effects than biases in using realistic human instructor
avatars such as RGB point cloud recordings. Future works could ex-
plore the effect of human interaction on movement guidance using
MR mirror. In addition, future works could explore the potential
of integrating other features, such as contextual information and
adaptive feedback, to provide a richer set of guidance [9, 23].

7https://optitrack.com/

Finally, we evaluated the performance of movement acquisition
but not retention, which is more difficult to measure in a short
period of time. Future works could explore potential effect of MR
mirror on movement retention and other relevant measures for
motor learning. Future works on utilising MR mirrors for move-
ment training and motor learning can explore the possibilities of
incorporating it in existing multimodal training systems to provide
richer feedback for users’ performance data, such as in the context
of weight lifting [28, 51, 52]. Apart from motor learning, seeing the
overlay of the virtual instructor in the mirror with self-reflection
also has the potential for inspiring creative movement-making such
as in dance and choreography [58]. Future works could explore the
use of different visual styles to represent the virtual instructor or
other types of visual instructional cues for those purposes [36].

8 CONCLUSION

In this work, we present the first formal evaluation of an MR mir-
ror movement guidance interface. We designed and developed a
prototype MR mirror using a two-way mirror overlaid on a desktop
monitor. Participants were able to follow the movement performed
by a virtual humanoid instructor on the MR mirror by matching
their reflections with the instructor movement. We compared par-
ticipant movement acquisition performance and their subjective
rating on difficulty, agency and presence, while they performed
four movement tasks in front of the MR mirror display, an ordinary
display with their video point cloud avatar, and a baseline condition
without seeing themselves. We also evaluated the effect of the real-
time updates of the viewing perspective on the virtual instructor
according to the change in participants’ viewing angle of the mirror
reflection. Our results indicate that the MR mirror provides better
depth information of the movement and better sense of agency
and presence, but those advantages are reduced for large range
of continuous head movements, especially along the depth axis in
front of the mirror. We contribute towards understanding how to
effectively use an MR mirror for movement guidance, and provide
design guidelines for future works on MR mirror experience and
movement guidance interfaces that feature real mirrors.
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